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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HIGHER EDUCATION

(July 26th - 28th, 1937)

IIIa, Admittance to Universities

и | (Summary of Discussions). .…

Tuesday Afternoon

Me TOUTAIN, (France), Rapporteur, read the Report, and

M, LEY, (Belgium), Chairman, deélared the meeting

open, x

M. TOURNEUR-AUMONT, (France), made two observations:

1, The Report emphasizedthe educational and socíal

difficulties arising from the great iñcrease in the number of

university students, In his opinion, howéver, the dangers re-

ferred to were perhaps exaggerated, and the doubts expressed

were possibly due to unjustifiable fears, The duty of teachers

in higher education was primarily to promote culture; their

duties in connection with the future social situation of their

students were only secondary, .

2. Adult and educated scholars had the privilege of

pursuing culture, and it was perhaps not right to limit that

privilege, which, in practice, was exercised mot only through

private courses but also by means of public lectures

open. to students as well as to professors and graduates,



M, JUREVICS, (Latvia), referring to the difficulties

arising from the overcrowding of faculties, said that one of

the simplest remedies was to institute a year of university

preparation,. terminatine in examinations which would enable

a selection of pupils tobe made,

M. ROKSETH,(Norway), expressed his. agreement with

previous speakers, and said that he vondered whether the year

of preparatory study should form part of secondary education

or of higher education; he was in favour of the first alterna-

tive, which, he thought, hadbeenin operation in France Рог

some time, (what are known in France as "Premières supérieures

et Mathématiques spéciales des lycées de facultés*),

M, FISCHER, (Czechoslovakia), supported the ideas

expressed in the Report, and .criticised. certain points in the

remarks made by M, Tourneur-Aumont, The system of a prepara-

tory year provided, in his opinion, the best solution, …

M. RONDALL, (Sweden), said that secondary education

“should not necessarily be made to guide pupils systematically

towards’ higher studies; the latter should be increasingly di-

rected towards practical life, and a restraining influence should

be placed on the superstitious ambition of parents who

were haunted by the prestige of higher education, °

M. DAVY, (France), on the other hand, agreed with

M, Tourneur-Aumont, He too wished to reassure the Congress,

and to dispel anxieties raised by certain statements con-

tained in the Report: professors should not, in his opinion,

be frightened by the large number و in the different

faculties; as a matter of fact, with the exception of the



faculty of medecine there was a noticeable decrease in the

number of students, especially at the University of Paris,

He said that he was in any case a confirmed opponent of the

principle of “numerus clausus”; after all, why should they

wish to limit the number of students? Their numbers would

automatically diminish, as a result of the various exgmina-

tons which had to be andergone when pursuing a course of

study. Hikhere had nothing to fear from quantity,

and nera only dread a lowering of the standard of examina-

tions and diplomas,
4

À, KIRITZESCO, (Rumania)PN the opinion that

- "he best method was not ¿has of a "filter" orbarrier;

- the evil must be attacked at its roots, and students must ve

directed towards ee studies while they are still re-

ceiving secondary education,

M, NEZARD (France), said that there were too many

students andthat they were very often inadequately prepared

for higher studies; he had himself observed in the 14w stu-

dents whom he prepared for examinations a heart-breäkine

ignorance of elementary notions of history, Examinations have

proved an inadequate remedy for this state of affairss the

bactalauréat showed this, Competition and selection were the

we ns

only solution,

Me LEMPICKI, (Poland), said that he too was in favour

of a year of preliminary study which would provide the means

of both initiation and selection, He added that a difference

was too often noted between university graduates and young



people who were well qualified but did not possess a degree:

that was a difference which should disappear,

Mr, ANTHONY, (Great Britain), pointed out thatin
8اممم

Englandit was not considered that the essential task of

secondary educa tionei to prepare pupils for the university,
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Le TOUTAIN, Rapporteur, saidthat the congress had = р

unanimously recognized the necessity of some kind of bridgeWeinesdia
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M, LEY, Chairman, closedthe meeting by proposing als.

a

that the Congress should draft a resolution1 that

admission to eotablichnente of higher education de made more

strict, and that there should be either an entrance examina-

tionora preliminary year of preparation,
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